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EcOnomics and
..

I

"If I knew anything about politics, we'd be
having tnis ~ee~1ng in t~e East Office oft~~

White House," joked Michael Dukakis, ~n
1
his lecture at the Jerome
Levy Economics Institute last Thursday. 1
A former governor ,of
Massachusetts and
Democratic presidential·
nomine~
in 198:8,
Dukakis is now a Visjting Distinguished Pr~
fessor of Political Science at Northe~stern
University.J1is talk focused on the i!nP~ct
the Presidency has on the nation's economy,
and how~current policies of the Feder~l Reserve Bank create problems with that.cortrol.
Dukakis' said that since Franklin ?·
Roosevelt, American presidents have been
forced to assume more and more responsibility for managing the ~onomy. Kennedy
and Johnson did their pest in the 1960's t.<?
"fine tune'' the economy, operating in p~rt
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fro~ the econoiTlic t_
heories of}ohnMaynard

Keynes.
·
By the 1970's, Richard Nixon wasforceq to
admit that''W~ areal~ Keynesians" &she did
what he thought was best to guide the
~nomy. However, by the time Jimmy
Carter became President, runaway inflation
and stagnant growth rates forced the governmcnttopushu pinterestsrates,a nd "drive
the country into a recession."
The "voodoo ecm:wmics'1 of the Reagan
years claimed thattemporaryd eficitswould
foster ecp[lQmic growth. ''George Bush inherited theconsequences,u said Dukakis. "It
was like Reagan had a party and Bush got
left to do the dishes."
Dukakis claimeg _that the economy was
the issue that got Bill Ointon elected Presiden~~!!yen thougl) professional economists
may doubt the actual effect or even possibi!ity of the President actually managing the
economy, Dukakis think_s tl!at the American
people nevertheless hold the president accountable.
..

In; une of 1992, Clinton released a detailed
economic plan that he would implement if
he was elected president. It promised three
goals: stimulate the_economy with government spending, reduce the deficit in half
over four years (oy cutting spending and
raising taxes on the wealthy), and-"close the
investment gap" concerning technology,
infrastructure and education.
Dukakis argued that if the President's plan
ha-s, if nothing else, "a greater psycho1.1gical
effect" on people the short term. He insisted
that even detailed actions by Presidents will
fail to have a precise result in specifi~ sectm s
of the economy. However, there is -another
government body that has a more severe
impact on the economy.
The Federal Reserve Bank, as the nation's
central bank, detennines interest rates for
th~ nation. Members of the Federal Reserve
are' appointed by the President, but do not
end their appointment when a new President
is ~lected.
Dpkakis, like many other observers of
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ThefinaiStudentFonnnofthe'93However, once these electionS Reuben Pillsbuty was also re-elected
94 academic year was held last ~completed, a member of the tohisspotontheComrnittee,butsince
Wednesdayeverung,andafterthree SJB who was elected two months hewassubsequentlyelectedPlanning
hours of norni- ago realizOO that the Forum had just Committee Chair, an emergency Fo-nations, queS- voted to replace her position. There rum will be held this w~k to fill the
tions and gen- were only three, not four, full spots vacant position.
eral voting con- available.
In the EducatiOnal Policies Comfusi.on,nineteen
After the chair of the_ SJB, Kapil rnittee o~y one election was held fo.r
students were Gupta, admitted his error, debate two moderated students in the Social
elected to vari- then centered on whether or not ·to Studies ·pivision. Josh Ledwell arid
ous positions.
hold the entire election over again: Jennifer Abrams emerged from the
The most One more alternate position still four students nominated. In the Uthotlycontested needed tO be filled, and the Central erature departmeilt;-Shelleen Greene
positionswerethefour(well,actually C.Ommitteeruledtoofferthealtemate and Robin Jacoos ran unopposed, as
three, more on that in a moment) position to POdamski, who had didLuisAlcazar-RomanandStanislav.
seats on theStudentJudiciary'Boa:iti. -garnered tr..c leaJt vr>tes of the four Dam Roark was nominated to one of
Responsible for hearing and ruling elected.Oncesomeonewentoutand · the Arts positions, and the other repon cases between students, nine in- found Podamski, she accepted -the resentative to that division will be
~ dividuais were nominated for these alternate position. The entire affair elected ~t the Emergency Forum as
positions. After considerable, ifocca- tookoveranhourtoelectfourpeople. well
.sionally- sophomoric, questioning.
Other elections included seats on
Besidestheelections,theForu:inalso
from those in attendance, four stu- the Student life Committee, Plan- passedthreeresolutrons. Twoofthese
dents were elected.
ningCommitteeandtheEducational · were amendments concerned the
Reuben Pillsbmy, a curi-ent meffi- Policies Committee.. Out of five guidelines to the SJB, and they were
her of- the SJB; was re-elected and candidatesforStudentUfepositions, sponsored by Gupta and Dean of
Mostafizur Shah Mohamma.;i, who MalcolmLittle,DebbieShepardson Student's Shelley Morgan.
has been an alternate on the Board, and John L Leo were elected.
-- - The ffrstamendment added a new
received a full position. New mem- _ An almost entirely new Plannir\g section to the constitution clarifying
berselected totheS)BwereMahajabib Committee was chosen from a field the Dean of Student's power to temPodamski, and Simon Marcus who ofsevencandidates.MaliaDuMont, porarilysuspend,withtheknowledge
promised to '1representa faceofBaid Cree Nevins, Milord Roseborough, oftheS}Bchair, students who present
and Justice Blackreceived positions.
continued on page 5
that is often over-looked/'
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Gabor Bog~ar: 97
(Luis Alcazar-Roman: 72,Debbie Sheperdson: 71)
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Festival is also looking for housing for
Festival musicians for the month of
August If you are interested in rentingyou home and wantirore details
IORSALE(attheendofMay):1987 call Robin@ 758-?410.
VW_ GOLF GL $2900. 4-door, new .
Do you need help with typing your
mufflerI radiatorI clutch,norust,gopd
condition,snowtiresincluded,93,000 paper?Fast,reliable,affordable!Please
miles. Call758-1902evenings,ordrop contact Loredana at 752 7590.
a note in campus mail Box 1150.
Do you live on the W~tCoast and
HOME OWNFRSHIP The Ameri- notwanttodriveall the Way through?
can Drmm FREE SEMINAR spon- Or are you just interested in renting
soredbyHudsonValleyFundinginc., your caroverthesununer? Ifthat'sthe
Coldwell Banker and CHRIS case, please call Loredana at 752 7590.
BARRETI.LeamHowtoAfford,find,
2singlebedstogiveaway(i.e.,free). ·
and Finance A Home in Today's
Market. Fox Hollow Inn, Red Hook, You must pick them up. Call ext. 231
N.Y. Tonight @ 7pm. Reservatio~ for infonnation.
Required (914)876-6800or, 1-8(X}-562rm driving West and looking for a
6483 Ask for Anne Rhodes.
passenger: someone to share driving,
Baby.Sitter needed: Wednesdays gas, etc. rm headed to New Mexiro,
2:30-6:30pm, and Thursdays 8:30- butcantakeyouanywherefromTexas
11:30am, and other hotJ!S if available. toCalifornia. ffyou'reinterested, write
·
2 small children Call Bethat758-260'5. to ban, box 970.
Sprint used mostly for highway
driving.50rnileslgallon:Asking$800.
Call Katrina@ 752-7691.

Hey Rabbit, last at last I haven't
Responsible, quiet, non-smoker
lookingforaroomorsmallapartment washed my hair in four day, but I
near campus for the summer. House- promise no morenoiseson the phone.
sharing also a possibility. Plea5e call . Can't help but go wrongwithoutyou,
tiger tiger burning slight.
Pam at 752-7{X)l.

lean helpyougetyourpapersinon
time. Fast typing and editing by pro
with B.A in English. Please call Jane,

Special Congradulations to the
following very special seniors who
will soon be leaving us: Matt Apple,
Joy Boswell, Rob Cutler, Derek Salvi,
758-5102.
Gloria Gorrez, Katrina Koenigs, Julie
MFAstudentlookingforasununer Hart, Jen Shirk, Fred Foure, Matt GilsubletOneor2rooimnearBani.Call J!lffil, Ouis Meinck Oook, I got the
Emily at 718-625-6696.
spelling right this t!me>, Dan Kumit,
- and any others we may have forgotSummer Sublets. The Graduate ten on this late last Observer, terrible,
School of Environmental Studies is Tuesday night You will be missed
looking forstudenthousingthissum- greatly.

IJ[J(ill@~@@@

Hyou wish tosubletorrent, please call
758-7483 or see Bette in Sottety 101.

For Rent small one room rottage
with loft. 1S minutes from Bard.
Summer.sublet or 1 years lease. $450
per month. 876-3914.
The Bard Music Festival needs
people to work the weekends of Aug.

THE- PINK HOUSE
~ED

AND BREAKFAST

ANNANDALE ROAD
ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON, NY 12504
ONCAMPUS.

TERRIFIC WEEK-DAY RATES·: (914) 758-5888

12-14 and 19-21 as ushers, concession

mer-midJtmethroughrnidAugust

(Josh Ledwell: 9_2,J_eff Rhyne: 48)
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Need a Car? For Sale: Reliable, 5

speed carwI low mileage. '88 Olevy sales, and ticket sales people. The _

Jncredibleinevetywayirnaginable.
Hit were like that evezytirre fd never
Wattt to stop. Thank you. Thank y6u.
Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.
Thank you. 'Thank you. Thank you.
Thank you. Timak you. Thank you.
Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.
Thankyou.
·
·
Puck you Bard! Bard, fuck you!

• COUISION REPAIR
• GlASS REPLACEMENTS
• INSURANCE ESnMATES • FRAME STRAIGHTENING_

.
SHOP

124 HR TOWING)
~

91'4-876-1242 '_
HO~E 9·14-758-3948 ~.
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'We want to live in peace and Guatemala slightly before this fa- ~tional Mayan League, an ortal campaign.
ganization to preserve Mayan
-Elena lxcot
The Ixcot' s Story
culture. Since coming to the US
Elena's deHowever, human rights viola- they have reevaluated their resire was im- tions were still ra~pant. In 1980. lationship to the Catholic
possible to five youths were Jddnapped and church and to their Mayan
meet at the killed. They were t~e first people cultural heritage.
time she left from the Ixcot's town to be tor- · Molina's story
Guatemala, tured in that wave pf terror~ The . Aspartoftheacadeiniccomthe country following year, a Canadian mis- munity;RaulMolina.described
where· forced sionary was murdered there. a different perspeetive of life in
disappear- Hearing stories like the murder of Guatemala during the represance was in- Elena's brother makes the extent sive years. Graduating as an
troduced into the Western he~~ ofthehorrorinflictedbythedeath engineer in 1967, Molina besphere. Since ' 1962, approxi- squads more real. Her family came a profe~r of engineermately42,000Guatemalanshave ·found his body burned and ing~tSanCarlosUniversityin
disappeared. Last Monday this chopped into pieces in the moun- 1971. After five years of teach. experience was described by tains outside of town. As com- ing~ he was democratically
three Guatemalans who came to munity activists, the lxc()t~ them- elected by the faculty and stucampus. Elena and Felipe Ixcot selves were targets of the repres- dents to the Dean of the Uniare a Mayan couple actively sion. Elena lived alone with her · versity. That same year, ~n
working for indigenous rights four childr~ while Felipe slept in earthquake killed 20,000 people,
while in exile in the United States. the fields. The soldiers came -to mos~ of whom had been living
RauiMolina,formerPresidentof relatives' hopses and accused in poorly built lower income
San Carlos Uiliyersity in Guate- Felipe of being a gu_errilla. The.t;1 housing. Molina ~escribes this
mala City, left in 1980 due to in- six soldiers came to her house, time as a critical turning point
creasing levels of repression di- surrounded her with their guns which confinried the indifferrectcd against the academic com- aimed and asked where ·h er husIriunity. He now works with a.n band_was, Soon afterwards· the
UN-affi~iated human rights Ixcots fled for their lives.
-group.
BefQre arriving in the US, they
Molina described how one "is_. spentayearworkingon the<;offee ,_
disappeared." A car pulls up to plantations in Chiapas~ Mexico.
you; one man reaChes out and Even in Guatemala, they had
grabs you; and no one ever sees never seen poverty like in lhese
you again. The rural, mainly in- plantations. Now neither of them
digenous experience can be even will drink coffee. They say that it
. more gruesome. Many victims is stained with the blood of workare found in various stages of ers. The current Zapatista uprismutilation.Oritcanbeonamuch ing came as no surprise to the
larger scale. During the eighteen- Ixcot's after witnessing this pov- month scorched-earth campaign erty.
of the Rios Montt regime, at least
In 1984 the Ixcots found a home
440 villages were wiped out through the sanctuary movement
without a single survivor. This with the Benedictan monks the
Start planning for
campaign was carried out be- Weston Priory in Yermont. Their
cause the army could not reach . (ive children have mainly gro~ ~June teSts·and sum
the guerrillas in the mountains. upintheStates. Theyaretheeignrner courses now!
As Molina colorfully stated, the teenth generati~n surviving the
army believed that /Lthe popula- Spanish conquest and~,the first to
GRE beg!ns 4121
tion is to guerrillas as water is to live outside of Guatemala. Elena
fish." Luckily the Ixcots escaped and Felipe are leaders in the Inter!.~SAT begins 4/28
freedomjustlikealltheanimals~"
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ATTORNEY AT LAW
BOX461
RHINEBECK; NEW YORK 12572
~Offering reasonable rates for traffic tickets and DWI
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We .score more.

-

enceofthegoverrunentand the poor
conditions in which the general
populations lived.
In this time of crisis, the organization and mobilization of the general
public to help rebuild housing exemplified the popular mass movements that were on the rise. According
Molina, the ·university
beganacriticalself-evaluation which
resulted in "profound transfonnations." The realization that their
programs were not responding to
the needs of the population at large
(decent housing, systems to supply
water) prompted the university to
send engineering students into the
poor areas to rebuild houses that
were destroyed. Although the
dominantsector"elite" opposed the
university's support of the popular
movement as "dangerous", the university continued with a strong
pledge to "help solve Guatemala's
problems."
Under the scrutiny of the extrem~lyreJ>ressive Lucas regime, the

to

university was declared the center of subversion in Guatemala
Oty.Openlyopposingtheregime
and the human rights yiolations ~t
committed, the university and the
academic community fell into a
debilitating confrontation with the
. oppressive forces from 1978-1980. · _
By 1980; many members of the
academic community had either
been killed or left the counrry fn
exile,asthepr~dentofSanCarlos

University had done due torepea ted threats on his life. In his
place, the Superior University
Council appointed Molina as the
president for the remaining.term.
Molina remembers the next seventeen days as, "the longest period of my life." On his inauguration day, government security
forces entered the university a~d
killed eight students; this was the
"terrible beginning." After his
term, Molina was sent messages
that he would be killed. He faced
continued on page 11
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Feminism in central America politi~_..Even th~Sandinistasdid sue but to a broader political revolution of July 1979, Womendidincreasinglyenterth e
___,..-the term almost seems ironic. :not indude women and .gender agenda. It did encourage women AMPRONI'~': converted into labor force industry and agrkul. We normally think of the stereo- _issues In their r~volutionary pro- to become· active, and gave them AMNLAE - Luisa Amanda ture, al}d the unionization of
type, _o f ,soci- gram until the late sixties; femi- role models i.e. women who were Espinoza Association of Nicara- womeit increased. But women
ety 'south of nism was an unpopular platform. in political positions and chal- guan Women,namedafterthefirst held few positions ~f power or
the border' as In 1977 . AMPRONAC, the lenged theirtraditionalroles.Later womantobekilledbytheNationa l management; most of them were
machista. AssociationofWomenConfront - its goal became to create raised Guard during the uprising. inlower-paying,sexcstereotyped
This is true, ing the Nati()nal 'Problem, was consciousness about possible non- AMNLAE dedicated itself to leg- jobs. Women were s.tlll in charge
but
times formed. Their struggle was traditional roles among ·women; islative work, It's mission was to of childcare, and domestic jobs.
havechanged against the Somoza government and ·therefore, foster a feminist grant women legal equality in the As in the United States during
and some and their focus. was on human movem~nt attached to the revo- workplaceandinthehome.They World War II, the labor force in
Latin Ameri... rights abuses by Somoza's large lution of the FSLN. This was sue- started work with the fundamen- agriculture and industry became ,
cans have come to the realization army, the National Guard, which cessful i~ gathering and mobiliz- tals, helping pass a Statute of "feminized" during the revoluthat Americans reached in the was 5een as a cruel repressive ingwomentolifttheiroppression Rights and Guarantees (Sept. tion, but after the .war was over
1960s and 1970s. I(l N~carag...!a force. AMPRONAC supported via participation through the 1979) which served asaconstitu- women came back to their. old
there were no Betty Friedan's
the mothers of th~ abused, disap- revolution against Somoza. ·
tion ~md gave women equality to jobs :. •tL-e liit or f9rce was again
Gloria Stein~'·s·tu raise aware- · peated and ·deeeased. ~ts wide
During the armed uprising in men Under law. Legislation was · dornina.ted by men
. nes8.11)steadNiCaraguahada U.S. based,general,programattracted · 1979 up to 25% of the FSLN's also passed to ban the use of
Another failure on t?.1e ~art of
backed, right-wing, dictator women ·from all walks of life. -anned forces ~ere women. But _women as sexual objects in ad~ the government was on t~~ issue
.(Somoza), and a left-wing gue~ AMPRONAC had the potential the majority of women's support vertising. They were also of women's healthcare. The
rilla . movement . (the FSLN- tobecoineaferninistorganization, came in a tradition-al package: graritedt~eabilitytoadopt~child . Sandinista· government made
Sandinista National Liberation but ·instead it became a support providing food and shelter, mak~ · as single parents. Advertising of improvements in fadt:.ties, conFro~t). And for the women there system women ir\ theit~ traditional ing uniforms and explosives, or- Infant Forrimlas was banned due structing a women's hosp~tal. But
.. was a choice; either to support the roles: The organization did make ganizing safe houses and neigh- to the fact that they were unsafe. soon after the revolution several
dictator a.ttd risk having your two strong demands: equal pay borhood defense, and caring for Andwomenweregiventhesame targetswereleftunmet,therewa s
family killed or tortured, or sup- for equal workand theelit.mnation the children of people who were right as men to own land in the · no sex-edu('ation and birth conporttherevoiution,andha~eyour of the commerciali~ation "o f driven underground by the cooperatives under the new trol remained 'illegal as in most .
· familyrnobilizedinhopeofabet - women's bodies. By- 1978. Somoza gavemffient. This activ- Agrarian Reform. In 1982another catholic countries. The govern~
terfuture.
'
AMPRONA~ d~clar~ itself in ism c!!~L!lo~ stop women from lawwaspassedtogivemenequa l ment,includingPresidentDanie l
Women in Nicaragua, histori- s~pport of Women's liberation · beingfaced by sexist attitudes iii responsibility for their children. Ortega opposed legal abortions.
caJiy_,didnotshowanyinterestin as wei~ as National Liberation.. their famili~s or a-mong fellow _This nurturing law made fathers -The lack of any safe alternatives
politicalactivism,andevenifthey Caught- up in. the Sandinista soldicrs; orshelter themfrom the jointly responsible for the up- drove women to illegal and un. di<t take part, they were not al- revolution, AMPRONAC, as the threat of being raped by the Na- bringing of their children, so that derground abortions, this in tum
lowed by their ll\(lle counterparts only Women's organization was tional Guard.
.
· they would be fed, clothed and led to an increase of women en·
to take part in unions and party not solely dooica fea to gender isAfter the Sandinista' s won the · educated and given heahh care. tering into t~~ new facilities and
·
These new laws were landmark having many of therri die.
events;finallywomen'sissuesand
To conclude we. mn see that
children's is;3ues.were being dealt there were changes br_oughtabout
with by a government.
by the revolution, ·and · women
Not only were laws being were granted some liberties. But
passed but new institutions were they were only granted a small
being formed to deal with gender percentage of what they needed,
issues and family problems. and not even therevolutioncould
Tuesday, May 10 in Olin 102 started in Tan.z ania, where he d.rug~t-up. Theseeventsdid.not AMNLAE received seats on the have granted them~ all of what
was·the .second speaker's panel lived for ten years beginning in stop Tony from continuing his Council of State. In 1979 a they wanted. The core problem
brough~ to campus by the stu- 1973.Inthosetenyears, Tonyalso iny:estigation. The bomber was Women'sGovernmentOfficewa s was due to traditional machismo
-,
<;Ientorganiz- . worked throughout Eastern, identified as an Argentinian ul- creates, and attached to the and sexist Latin American values
ers of Central Southern, Central Africa ~nd the tra-leftist who was serving the in- President's office. Also the Office that stopped progress in gender
terests of the Sandinistan army. of Protection of the Family was issues. As Fidel Castro had once
Am e d c an Indian Ocean islands.
Education
in 1983Tonymoved toSanJose, The question that remains is: why . created under the Nicaraguan -said, "the revolution is a new dish
Week. The Costa Rica with his wife and two did the U.S. wanttocreateacover Institution of Social Security and eaten with old forks;" in the end
panel
in- children. For nine years Tony up for the very group they were Social Welfare. There was also a of the revolution sochi.l traditions
eluded Mark travelled throughout Central . tryingtooverthrow?Tonyiscon~ Women's Legal Office. In sum prove~ to be far stronger, in
H u e 1 i g, America,theCaribbeanandSouth tinning his investigation, and has women and children had a lot of Nicaragua, than the political or.·. -·
forrnereditor . America. T<;my's journalistic ca- written two books on this inci- programsandbenefitstofallback ganization towards change in
of . the Times and Tony Avirgan, reer in Central America brought dent, La Penca: Reporte de una on.
many areas.
an investigative journalist, tete- him to Ia Penca where he .was investigacion and La Penca: On
Buttheydidnotbenefitasmuch ~~~~~~-::=:::!:=:=:::vision producer I direc;tor and injured in a bombing. Many Trial in Costa Rica. The CIA vs. The as they could have. One problem
. was that rather than focusing
cameraman. The topic of the American journalists were injured. Press.
. panel was !J.S. policy towards inthisincidentandoriewaskilled .
If you missed Tuesday's panel, specifically on women's issues,
Central America in the eighties. The U.S. trioo to create a ~over up you will have _m any more oppor- AMNLAE tried to do what many
After the discussion, I was able and Tony wants to know why.
tunities this week to.find oul more other institutes were already aoto have -~ .s hort interview with
WhileTonywasworkingonthis . about Central America issues. ing, and therefore they were unTony Avirgan. I asked Tony mystery, his life was threatened Look for posters:around campus successful (eg they tried to give
the same benefits that the farmer's
where his career started and I and he was arrested because of a for times and dates.
union and urbanpoorgroupsdid).
foun.d that his first ex riences
------ .·---'
--: --.-,-- - .
..
.•.
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--- ·
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Central American books
by Jennifer Morey
There are twenty-four new books being
proposed to the Stevenson library this
upcoming week. As a part of the PS123
.. Central America class, students hae embarked on various projects to heighten
campus awareness of the region and its
• many conflicts as well as the influential
role of the United States government in its
turmoil. As the students working on the
book project, we have chosen literature
exploring the empowerment of peoples in
Central America - particularly the impoverished majority. After hours of research and several reviews, we have compiled a list of books that examine this
topic.
The lack of available information concerning the above issue was the catalyst in
our decision in favor of this theme. We
have divided empowerment into two applicable categories: peasant response to
their lack of political influence and basic
human rights, and the role of the environment in constructing these responses.
For example, a proposed book, Export
Agriculture & The Crisis· in Central
America, illustrates the link between
impoverishment of the people and
impoverishment of the land. Industries
such as cotton, beef, and bananas require massive tracts of land for cultivation and have resulted in ~~mass
evictions of peasants from the land,
diminished food production for the
national market, and massive deforestation." (Thomas A. Hirscht J?epartment of Sociology, Cornell University)
This has been the root of civil war

between agro-export elite interests and
peasant efforts to maintain land for
subsistence farming.
One group that has proven essential, but
without much political voice,hasbeenthat
of women and women's organizations.
Women of El Salvador and Women and the
Nicaraguan Revolution both serve to demonstrate the important role of women in
the revolutionary and reconstruction processes. These books also show the every
day struggles and responsibilities of
women within their cultures and societies.
Feminism as a component of the guerilla
effort is explored in an attempt to evaluate
women's contribution to the ideological
changes that come with rebellion and
revolution.
Presently the library's collection of books
on Central America are somewhat narrow in
their focus. There is much information from
outside the countries of Central America
which examines policies and policy-making
within the region. However, there is far less
information available from those forced to
endure the conflicts, those who also strive to
developand implementaltemativesolutions.
With our proposed additions, we hope to
introduce a more rounded perspective of the
aforementioned issues in the region. Our
intention is to broaden student awareness of
the area by providing more diverse viewpoints of the players who are often overlooked yet vital to the understanding of life
in Central American nations. By allowing
these voices to reach a wider audience, we
attempt to provide students with Va1:10J.l&_'!!t.;~;;1;~ UtW~§i~!iw~
literary optionS by which they can· better
understand the area.

Guatemala continued
continued from page 3

the difficult decision many others before
him were forced to make; whether to leave
the country and the life he had created
behind, or to leave his family behind, go
into the mountains, and join the guerrilla
forces. So in September of 1980, Molina
left with his wife and children for the
United States where he would ~~gin
working for human rights in a more systematic way."
Molina and four others, including
RigobertaM~ndJu,formedRUOG, United
Representation of the Guatemalan Opposition. Backed by the United Nations, the
team is "working towards unity.'' They
represent the Guatemalan opposition,
which Molina considers the general population, but more specifically includes
campesinos (peasants), students, the
church, the trade union sector, Christian
Democrats, the Social Democratic Party,
and organized groups within the city.
When asked what the future holds in
store, Molina responds optimistically, "I
am working in this [human rights] looking
to retu~ to Guatemala with my family
and be an active member of the Assembly
of Civil Society." If the calendar on negotiations for rhe eyaceplan is timely, Molina

will be home by the middle of next year.
The Ixcots also hope to return, although
their adjustment will be more difficult.
Hopefully along with the peace plan, the
discrimination described by Molina as
''defacto apartheid against the indigenous
population,; will be eliminated. UN missions arriving in July to observe human
rights should help to decrease violations.
In the long run, the Guatemalans are
looking past the US concept of peace (a
simple end to fighting) and towards an
enduring peace that would include social

THE BARD OBSERVER
here. There is so mucli to think about here. I
queer+
read, I think, I write; I write, I rethink, and I
Ephen Glenn Colter
KnoWing this place, I have come to know reread. That is the life here. To be worthy of
myself. Againinmylifelhavefotlndaplace words and wiSdom, those are our -a spirato call home. But it's not so easy to be a part tions. Rather they are spoken or written, to
ofBard,isit? Weallhaveourprivatethoughi:s usorforus, wealllook tothepowerofwords
and public opinions of this place we. call for respect. There is a search and discovery
home, this place we call work, this pia~ we ~re like that of no place I have known. And
caU so many names and associate with so I am grateful-humbled--b~ause I am uninany faces. So many voices resound and dcrstoodhere. Becausewhatldohereiswork. echo here. I hear so many things when So many of my friends and so much of my
people repeat the name of this pla1:e. At family dpn't_think that this place is work.
times your mouths fil_l With singing, at times. They think this place is only words--A's and
your eyes resonate anger. Sometimes· your B'sand bachelors degrees. They don't think
smile betrays a silence ili: your life more I do diddlyshit. They don't think I will ever_
awe!?Qme than the mountains which sur- dodiddlyshit. Writeabook,fine-and? More
round us~ Sometimes your ]aughlines be- words. Abunchoffuck'nbig-wordsorwily
trayfaultsthatwillnotshakeyouforyearsto - words. Unlike you, theycan'timagine how
come. And so, over the distant sound of much \his place means to me. But you, you
· trains,)he distant drama of traffic, the disso- who know this place intimately, in ways that
nant patter of computers, I listen ~or you. I I may never know, you know. You know
listen for each word as it struggles upstream you a~ a part of this place. We have _shared
to drown somewhere at the ~outh of the
river.
Whoaml? Wheniwassevenalittlewhite
girl asked me why my hair looked like pubic
hair. When I was-fifteen a youn~fman asked
mewhymybearddi~notgrow. When I was
twenty a younger man asked me why my
pubic hair was so soft. I am twenty-six this
week. A few days ago a young black woman
>asked me why my underarm hair was
straight like white folks. Who am I? lam
_ afros, braids, extensions, weaves,
_niggerknots,comrows, plaits, gerricurlsand
dreads. You know more about me than you
realize; triy hair is not hard, dirty, or
uncombed . . I run my fingers through my
hair every morning. You know more al?out
the black experience in America than you_
care to admit. We share in this place. What
we share is a vocabulary that articulates our
identities and spells out our experiences.
What we hav~ in common is a semblance of
a life of the mind.
reality here.
If nothing else, I hope this place has conAre you for real? Is anything for real here,
~~~~~~~are~
~~
This campus is beautiful. The mountains pretative space; they are also intellectual
are high. Theriverisdeep. Thetimedoesfly. property. Youhav~earnedthem. Thepeople
It's n~t so bad. l'would not have stayed if I who teach you have less a determination to
hadn't liked it here. I would not have stayed make your ideas seem realistic than to make
if there wasn't a place for me here. I would them a reality. Remember, by definlng and
not have challenged the meaning of this creating reality, you are competing with
placeifididn'twanttodefinethisspaceand somebody else's. That means you have to
make it a tittle better than the war, and the know your shit as well as own it. They are
_when I found it. I wanted to b~ng it a little going to re5i~t you, in your fa~e or behind
closer-to home. I wanted to draw this place yourback;whethertheygetyou by the balls
over me like a blanket, draw it over me likw or pat you on the ass. This is not something
a child's conception of dreams. I wanted to we like to sit and think about, or sit and talk
add a little color to this place. Is that s0 bad? about Itisnotsoeasybecause itisnotsonice;
Butlmustaskmyself,isitworthallthework, sometimes this place is not so nice. I think
all the money-four years of my life? I must many of us wish that this was a place of
ask myself, am I responsible for all of this? mindreaders rather than a place of critical
·
What is to become of this place in my life? readers.
Will I agonize over all the people that I have • Is there love here?
disappointed or all the peopl~ that I have · Yes, but i_t gets diluted in promises, comdespised? Will Hind peace, happiness, and mittees, and cliquer-memos, papers, and
joy from the people I have grown to love but articles. If you find love here, care for it. Call
may never see again? Who~ I forgive? itwhatitis. Whenyoufinallyrealizethatthis
How can I forget? How will I say what this place is also evil, don't be afraid, be able to
place means to me in the word "goodbye"? define it. J?on't let anyone tell you that there
Because,shouldiseeyouagain tomorrow, it isn't enough love to. go around. Don't hesitatetri-shcireyourideas. What comes around
will not be today's light.
When I first ccpne here I did not know that goes around. A friend gave me a compass
I would come to respect and honor bookS: I just before I came here; just before he di~ of
on1 knew that I loved them. I have learned AIDS. He said, Here. So ou'll alwa s
11

know whcre you are in the world." I only
know that I am here and he is not... Here I am
Orlando. Therear~evil people here who will
antagonize you in order to bring out the
worst in you. Be better than their lowest
expectations by being your best self. Put
your best foot forward and aim for the next
step, not their ass. Fuck them by not fucking
them. Make love to them by learning to lov~
yourself. Makefunofthembylaughingwith
them.
The gossip, the rumors, and the whispers
that define ow: understanding of this place
are simply other ways of knowing it. They
are stories, narratives, and histories. They
tell of struggle and frustration. Don't be
fooled. Thereain'ta thing wrong with trying
to make sense of what you hear here by
writing a black project or women's work;
ain't noth'n wrong with writing a gender
study or an Asian thesis or a Jewish discusThese are days in which
sion.

I have not finally seen the light, I've just
remembered why I came- here. There is
nothing wrong with the fact that there are
students who came here to be gay; to _be
anorexic; to be feminists; to be black; to be
socialist; to be real; to be loved; to be educated; to be better than everybody else; to be
poor; to be vegan; to be alone; to be safe; to
begin again-to be, be, be until one is believed. People _do not come to Bard for
Reading, Writing and Aritrunetic, they come
for Identity, Consciousness, and an irascible ·
sense of <;:ommunity. Don'tlet this place fool
you. The most ordinary people at Bard are
simply closeted crazies. Just because you
don't know their story doesn't mean they
don'thaveone. Justbecauseyoudon'tspeak
their language doesn't mean you wouldn't
·
understand it.
The issue of coirimunity has disturbed me
for many years now. Finally, I haye come to
accept that I have been attempting to force
my sense of community on the general consensu$. In other words, there is community,
I just can't explain it. You have to live here to
of community that travels
get it. It is a
word of mouth. You know how the saying
goes...5o I trust you will pass it on. As much
as this place tries to deny it, it's got a closet
full ofcolorft4 individuals. Mymothertaught
me to be a polite, so I amdetermined to hold
the door and loose them (and cop a queer feel
as they pass). Not everyone has to seep
through the cracks as so many of us have.
There are people who are here because they
have no place else to go. There are students
at Bard who are here because no one else will
teach them~ There are professors here who
feel they have nothing else to learn. Come to
think of it, if I had applied to Bard this year I
probably wouldn't have gottcri in.
I probably wouldn't have gotten a foot in
the door.
> I have met alums, untenured professors,
drop-outs, visiting professors, continu4lg
studiesshideritsandF1ve-yearplanners. They
are all drawn by the weird energy here-it
draws me to thpm; it demands my attenb'on,
my caution. If nothing elSe-, their energy tells
me that they were l}~re, they have communed in themadnc5S. From Blithewood to
Tivoli, Redhook to Rhinebeck-no 0.;1,e: !~
are
really sane here. We are all affected.
a community. Our friends have experienced
the death of loved ones from IDV here, the
death of loved onesfroin bullets, the death of
lovedones. Period. Weallknowofsomeone
who knows someone who has overdosed or
simply disappeared, had an abortion or ~n
raped. Wehaveall hadituptohere. We have
all been institutionalized. Who are we fool.
. ?
mg.
Who says this place is not for reai? Everyone is a little something: a little tipsy, a little
off, a little fuck, a little fragile; a little oppressed;a little optimistic. A little of this, a
little of that. That is the creative ~ergy here,
the imaginative element to all the competing
realities that bask around us. It sustains and
pushes us forward. Into thepathof the river.
So, no, it's not you. It's all of us. Bard is
pompously, vidously, political. Bard is cold.
Bard is different. Bardi!:!changing. Yes, Bard
does have a problem. Bard can be evil. No,
You can't trust too many people here. Power

sense
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multiculturalism sounds so much like inteinational espionage," you must address
the discussion like a cultural warrior, not as
a social butterfly. Speak your mind. The_
black experience, the gay experience, the
women's experience, these represent more
than just people orrepositoriesforyourdeep
encounters with
moral questions. These
more than "cultures;" more than just "movements" on bridges toward your lost self and
longed-for utopias. Do not falter and forget
that while you are listening to people, human experiences, earthly being, you are listening for the mouth of the river.
I write this with raindrops on my eyes, teardrops on my lips, wet babies bottoms balanced on

are

my hips. Arid I wade through this Water. I do not
havewingsandlcannotwalkonwater,solwade,
waist-deep and worried to death.
I have tried to talk with people in power,
and I have attempted to find my voice with
people who don't know their own strength.
I have spent hours, weeks, andyears trying
to understand people in the know and people
into nonsense. What have I learned?
Students who choose to come to here are

crazy.

Professo.r s who choose to stay here are
crazy.
that is what makes this place different
from any other under the sun. The glare off
the surface of the river has o ned m e s.

We
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continued- on next page
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continued from previous page day. I have walked in gardens and grave-

color begins to bleed. Before my values are
~atered down and my personal sense of
opt Absolutely.
roses. But I am never more touched by this nghtand wr~ng-hereand now-isdripped
I have learned the hard way that if _is place as when I walk 0 -n the road. In
the dry. So when I cannot wade in the water any
t:elatively simple to get your degree: You. dark I talkqui'etlywith drunken spirits. I tell longer, I walk on the road for a while.
study. I have come to realize that_it is even them about the like-minded and openI will wander this dangerous stretch of
easier to feel like you deserve it You don't hearted people who have given generously road all my life.
study. The thingis,it'snoteasy to feel like torne_whenmywell was almost dry. In the
All of Bard's night people and morning
you worke<} for it. Itisnoteasytosharewh at dark I talk quietly to angry spirits. I try to people, the daytime help and the graveyard
you have ~orked for. H~e, if you whine, _ explain to them why I love Bard. I try to shift, will continue to drive me crazy. Their
whimper, and wail enough you can get explaintothemtha.tth ereissomethinghere words will haunt me, hound me, hunt me
anything you want a~pt respect. If you that should bepreserved,shared,c elebrated down till the day I die. As long as the river
scream, shout, or chant the racism, sexism, and defended. They Curse me and call out rises there will be people from this place who
and elitism long enough you can get any- my"name. Stephen. ButldonotdefendBar d will be able see your dirt in the dark. They
thing you want here accept self-respect. agafnst them~ rain not that old yet. I am wise will be able to hear you shoveling shit in the
Man):' students don't re~ exactly ho~ enough to know that! though this place has dar~. Yo';~ cannot wash your hands of eve.ryeasy 1t to take over a bwldmg. It really IS aged me, I still do · not have the vertical one tl\ this place. But these are the meditamuch ea_sier to takeover a building than it
wrinkles to shape my words for ~eir·ears. ·. tionsof someone who believes in evil pe<?ple
to tak: ~esponsibi~ity for your actions. I
In the ~ark Italk privately with lost ~uls. ~d bad energy; who believes that a smile
me~,l~tsmucheasiert?takeovcrabuilding I ask them to bepatientwithme. They know wzll get y?u through the ~ay, a distasteful
than 1t ts to lay the rubnc for one yourself. It that 1am a consort of spirits and a keeper of _conversation, a harsh reality. ~n you take
is much, much easier to talk yourself into a curses. I try to be critical of Bard, but I cannot someone who believes in ghosts, spirits, and
building than it is to worm yoi.rr way out of help but remember who they are. They ask life after Bard seriously?
it. And i~ is .much easier to run out of a about students yet to a_rrJve, stude~ts long
As I think about the inscription of 1994
buming building, screaming fire, than i~_is :;one pr dead. Of course, walking this road woven into the fabric of my mind, I look
tow~kintoa_bumingouilding,prayingfor - with them, they have no time for my an- fo~wardtothemilleni~ yeartocome. Where
survtvors.
swers. How can I hurt them further by wtlllbe? Whowilllbe? Whatwillmyhair
Soon I will walk with my c1as5. Soon, telling them what i do not know. I have look like? Will people always know my
thoseofuswhohaves teppedonafewtoes - conspired with exiles and runaway slaves, hair before they know me? Will Iev~tbe
_;wUl w~ineachother'sfootsteps. To music spoken inbarren wombsandgapingmou ths, able to imagine culture without a little
that really has no words. I have come to but I don't have anything to tell them.
color? Will I care· about faux kente, fake
. underst~d.bo~daries he~. B~und!lries
Jnthedarkltrytokeep upwiththebleed- h~ir, or false profits? Will I always fuck
are not !mutations. KnoWing this place I ing hearts. who walk on the grass. Their wtth my gender? Will I ever learn to fuck
knowthatinordert9le aveirnusttouchthe determinedsfupshave womthegreen,bared without it? Would I even wear aT-shirt
edges of this place. To do this I must stretch the brown of the earth which suckles their that said "Queer as Fuck" on the front and
myself. I do not want to go, and yet I do not blood. Theii paths crisscross the campus "Blackass r;Tig?er" on the back? Will I
ever want to come back. Although I ~ve and challenge the landscape. We walk in always be ms•de language and outside
healed here, I have been hurt here. While silence.
language, with gay thoughts and lesbian
tending old wounds I have gathered new
Inthedarklmoveonfo talkwithshadows theories, a double-consciousnes s and a
wordsfornewinjuries .Icannotsaythatthe .I have watched since I azrlved. We walk verbal mulatto? My identity~this
colors of my bruises are only black and together. Sometimes touching. 1 have Africanistpresence,cr iticalconsciousness,
pink... As I take a- long hard look at the watched these shadows come in and out of moral imagination-has no top and no
bruises inflicted by this place, I realize this the dark, I have seen them dare the glare of bottom, but it is deep, and it is heavy. Will
place has created new sights in which to see the river, and I have watched them come full I ever have the strength to lay this burden
and feel pain. We have hurt and pain in circle. Some have cleared the curve, others ·down?Howcaniask ''Whatwillldowhen
common here too.
havetakenthetumfort: re"worse. When I do I leave here?'/. when there are still sodomy
not have another word to the wise, when I laws on the books; there are still lesbians
Night is beautiful here. It soothes the fear have preached to the converted-and-still- who lose their children; there are still facofsomanyopen wounds:,salvesthestin gof uncomforted, in.the dark I talk to myself. I ulty who won't come out; _there are still
, so many oppressive words. At night I walk can only spread myself s0 thin before spiri- people who hate what my skin means to
Annandale Road thinking of the.faces and tual alienation renders m.e _a shadow of my- me; there exists religious beliefs still used
smil~ which have gotten me through the _self. _Before ritual murder comes and my as an excuse to kill; there is still survival

does corrupt, and absolute power does co- yards; I have walked by lush lilies and dead

is
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continued from page 2 neously," to "minimize lying" according to

a "threat of significant phySical damage to
person or property within the college community." This suspension would remain in:
-effect until the SJB renders a verdict in the
suspect's case.
. According to Gupta and Morgan, the original wording of the SJB guidelines "failed in its
intention"byieavingaloop-holeforsuspended
students Jo appeal directly to the Grievance
Committee without going through the SJB. .

Thesecondamendmentmade~lidtwhen

participants in an SJB case must deliver their
writtenstatements.This~tstipulated
that both parties are required to provide statements no less than 24 hours in advanre of the
hearing. Furthennore, the parties must receive
copies of their opponent's statement ~'~simulta-

~upta. BO~ of ~ese amendments

passed

without debate or opposition.
A final resolution passed by the Forum requires that the Planning Commi~ appoint

. one of its members~ "investigate book overpricingbyregularlykeepingtabsonbookprices
at the bookstore, and looking for evidence of
overpricing." Student life Chair Laurie Cuny
said that the Controller of the College, Charles
Crimmins would.be willing to confront the
Barnes &Noble bookstore if evidence of overpricing was presented. Curry ro~ that
this appointment would be ori a trial basis for
one semester, and thatit is only ila preliminary
way to deal with the problem."
Ina final Forumnote,DaraSilvennan wanted
me to print that Gabor Bognar said, ''Ooh-la-la!"

.

. ·

.. ·

sex, still the wo~kmg poor; there Is still the
problem of. ~ht!e folks ~ho are ~ot ~eady
~o accept thetr dtfferences. There IS still the
Issue of homelcssness.
, What is Bard's philosophy?
Sear~ me.
.
~tIS Bard t~llmg students?.
Ltst~n to the .silence. You wtll hear the
~eanmg. that lingers at the m~uth of the
~ver. I.ltsten, and what I hear IS a lack: of
smceremterestandaw arene_s sonthepartof
too many professors here. You know who
you are. We all know who you are. But it is
"?oteasytoav?idyouh ere. Imean,_itis their .
~ob to ~t you mt? gradual~ school. !t.is their
JOb to fi~d you a JOb. If nothing else~ Itt? there
professiOn to help you get from this place to
another. How else will wefindhigherground
or f?rge new landscape~? I me~, really?! To
restst and challenge this place 1s ~o_norabl:.
It does not always have to be crvtl, but 1t
should always be done with respect. People _
become such harsh cri~cs of this place because they ~ow the~lves to be so vulnerable to their love of It.
. Whendoesitbegin,this~ttachrnent?M.o~
rmportantly, when does 1t end? And tf It
mustend,thendon'tw ewanttokuowwhen
~tends? Iwanttoknowbecaus eido'n'twant
It to end. Even though I want to control the
memories, the current of emotions, I want
t~eret~beacons~antflow. LiketheHud:on
nver, like the children who coxre pounng
outofbigyellowschoo lbuse5. I want there
to be a constant presence lean discover in the co.mer of m;: eye. t.ik~ the Catskill ~un
tams, the oasis m the mtddle of Manor field,
the sanctuary of the falls. Our own presence
herewillgoaway. Ourmemorieswillfra gment. Onedayevenourmyth swillbcginto
resemble infomercials. Even our successes
will begin to r~mble symbolic gestures.
And so, we must trust our imaginations, otir
hopes and dreams of_w hat this place means
to us, in order to be proud of how it has
shaped us. We have invested so much time
and energy, so much of ourselves and our
futures in being here. My thoughts are here.
My prayers are with you. I will continue to
grow~ but I will grow from here. Perhaps_
Bard Is not the center of my being, but it does
have a place in my heait.

A Conert of Music
Compo sitions
by
Mary Roberts
Pieces for Computer and Chamber Ensembles
Featuring Megan Hastie ahd Charles Stein
and the Amanda Gott Dance Troupe

Saturday -May 21, 3.:.5 pm
Brook House and Environs

_State,ments of Purpose

Due to space constraints, the Observer was unable last .week to print the following statements of purpose. Each of these student gopernment positions were won by d~fault.

Secretary

Student
Life Comm.
·chair

As secretary of the Student Association this year, I have done my best to_
· keep student government organized
and functioning smoothly. I have
faithfully fulfilled all of the duties
prescribed for me by our Constitution,
and I will continue to do so if I am
reelected. In the next year, I would like
to create a stronger link between the
Bo~rd ~-f trustees and the Student Association, and continue to encourage
greater involvement of the student
body in student_ government. I look
forward to working with the newly
elected members of the Central Committee.

In its most essential form the purpose of
the student life committee is to serve the
needs of the students of this community.
-My name is Gilberto Joao Afonso I've been
a part of the student life committee since
my election in a general forun:-. _in the !~1
semester of last year. During this time both
myself and the student life members have
tried to fill the position of serving the student body to the best of our ability under
the leader-s hip of Laurie Curry, the current
student life committee chair. Now I hope
Mali~ DuMont
not only to~ part of the SLC but to head it
into a new direction for t:he coming term.
The direction I look ahead toward is one
filled with mor~ understanding, communication, and equalization among the Bard
community: a community made up of not
only ~tudents but faculty and administration as well. Without achieving this first
step the students of Bard College will be as
they have always been, namely student
who have n·e ither a voice nor a vision in the ·
future of the School. By achieving this step
the student body will through awareness
I am moderated pOlitical studies major gain power over faculty, over administraand would like to be the Educational tion, and most importantly over sch9ol
Policies Chair for next year. I have spoken policy and decision mciking.
with the current Chair, Renee <;:ramer, and
I hope to puyrsue many of ·the projects
which she has begun in her term. I am
ready to accept the various responsibilities
that this position entails. I considder my
attendance at student forums and my·
various writings in the Bard Observer about
We, Liam Tumulty,NathanAbbot, Albert
faclilty and student politics as evidence of
my sincere interest-and knowledge about Height, and Hellin Kay, long to be Bard's
College goings-on. I look forward to wor~ own Film Committee_ during the '94-95
ing with the Deans to implement policies school year. Liam, Albert and Hellin will
thatmakefacultyandadministrationaction all be Senior Film Majors, and Nathan will
be a Junior Film Major. We all have an
more accountable to student influence.
interestincurrentindependentfilmmakers,
al}d_
i!l popular film, current and past. If
. Cordially,
elected, we will advertize well, and are
Sean O'Neill
planning a number of special events. ·

E_d ucational
.... Policies
committee
Chair

Student Judiciary
-Board Chair
Greetings. My name is Andrew Fowler
and I am running for chair of the Student
Judiciary Board (SJB). I am a second semester junior History and Political Science
major. I am currently a member of the SJB.
As an elected and active member of the SJB
for two semesters, I served on five very
important and difficult cases that have
helped me to learn a great deal about how
the SJB functions and how it can better
serve the students of this college. As a
third-year student, I know Bard and campus life well enough to take an unbiased
perspective on the cases that come before
theSJB.
The SJB is a resource for the students of
Bard College, nota tribunal arrayed against
them. Communication between students
and the SJB ca...1 and sho__uld be made easier.
We have opened a dialogue between
B.R.A.V.E. and theSJB thatlamcommitted

to continue in hope that it will make the SJB
a more accessible resource for students.
The oblig~tions of the SJB to students include educational as well as disciplinary
functions. As head of the SJB I would do
my best to work for the fairest and most
completely just decision possible in any
given case.
This is not a cushy job. It entails hard
work and 'takes hours and hours of time
out of the life of the members of the board
and the chair, sometimes with no prior
warning and at the most stressful times of
the year. I am willing to put aside all my
concerns, both academic and personal, if I
am called upon to do so. I am convinced
that I am a very impartial individual and
that I can serve without prejudice of any
kind in this important post.
Sincerely,
Andrew Fowler

a

Film
Committee

/}0. ~[}u DITU®<S::D D'lf'(f lr®CID (p@Ef~W
Sunday, May _29th Spm at Rhinecliff lown ·La~ding
An evening down on the beautiful Hudson, where citizens can express their frustration regarding having to spend
26 cents of every health insurance dollar for those companies' overhead, by throwing boxes (attached with fishing line)
of those insurance premiums into the river, protesting this "taxation without representation", much as the founders of
. this country did over 200 years ago in Boston.
.
After all the boxes have been dumped (and retrieved} the Spirit of '94 (a flutist and two drummers clad in colonial
regalia circa 1776) will walk up, over, and around to the Rhinecliff Hot~l, ~here a never-before-Seen. combination of
eight bands have been assembled to pay through the night, for a low adnuss10n fee of $5 for the whole bill (the proc~~
to benefit CHANGES and the fight for single-payer in this area.) The bands will start ~t 6pm.
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Four Weddings and a Funeral: - o(substance, the story is in the end
Actually, it's a really enjoyable overplayed and melodramatic in annoying for the degree to which It
Peter's Friends meets Arthur.
less a commentary on modem love film, with a lot of influences seem- others. If nothing else, it's worth imposes on the mood ofthe film. In
Thismoviehasgen~ratcdagreat is5-ues than it is a justifica-tion of inglydra~frommoreclassicsd-_ seeing for the new perspective it the end, it appears that this fihn
deal of com- HughGrant'scharacter. Whichmay ence fiction (undertonesof1984 are offers on who the Beatles were (the · was created to draw in the young,
mentary dur- have been all that was intended- - present),_and the film is quite well- musicinthefilmgivesahard-edgcd rave-going, youth culture video
ing its surpris- after seeing this fi1in I wouldn't _directed. The cast is capable, and but very believable preview of the music set. I don't know how well. it
ing rise to have guessed that it was mclmt to consists of ~y unknown actors style that later made them famous). will appeal to them, but to those of
pripularity,al- be tOo ambitious. The oruyproblem whose performances leave strong
The Crow: Ghost meets Batman us just a few steps removed it's not
most to the is,somanypeopleare5eeingitand impressions(again,much~keRoad on MTV.
too bad. A little obvious a lot of the
degree that commenting that it is ambitious- Warrior). Overall, the film leaves
Brandon Lee died in the making time, but enough fun to make up
one feels the they are ~ing -within these bare soinestrongimpressionsandcomes of this film under mysterious cir- for it in the long run.
need to see it shells of characters the sol,utions to across with a bit more than e~- cumstances, but they were close
Bitter Moon: Okay, no comparijust to find out all the social problems of ~e w~rld. pected,consideringitis being billed enough to done that they were able son £or this one.
what everyone's talking about. McDowell's -character is being as a s6rt of B-moVie science fiction to finish without him. Lee is the
Roman Polanski~s latest film is
Well,that'sasgoodareasona8any · hafledasaheroineofooparalleled ·attempt.I'mnotsurewho<;lirected dark hero of this murky horror definitely out there on its own
to see it.
strength, and Grant's is seen as a it,btittheydida~atjob-thereare adventureflick,basedonthecomic somewhere, although exactly
Four Weadings~tarsHughGrant rebel who would red~~ our so- someverysubtlethingsdonewithin bookofthe-samename.EricDraven, where that -m ight be is up for deas a young Englishman (we never dal standards of coruibitatiollo
this rather unsubtle movie, and the young rock guitarist, returns to his bate. This film does for the obsesleam what his occupation is) who
Go see this movie, ~~se it is a result fsa suiprisinglyeffectiveand apartment one evening to find the sion-romancegenreofmovieswhat
has gone through a string of rela- fairly original~ weli-Wtitten~ and enjoyable viewing experience. A place being wrecked and his fiance Chinatown did for the detective
tionships in his life Without eve~ above all el~ well-acted comedy, surprisingsu~forsciencefiction being raped by a gang of street film-itisbothabriJ1:iant!?ummary
havingfoundanythinghecanre- bu~leaveyour1rnpressionabi~ityat fans, but others can safely stay at hoods. They kill Draven and the andadeftexpansiononwhatseems
latetolove.Hefindshimselfinvited home ..If _you want to see a movie home.
girl and leave them for dead, but a at first to be fainiliar ground, but
to wedding after wedding, and ~t's really about the issues covBack Beat: The Doors meets The year later Draven comes back, then spinS offinto it~ own, original
discusses with several ot his dose- ered here, rather than one that Commitments.
climbing out ot the~ to seek his realm.
· knit group of friends ~e issue of simply UseS them as a medium,
Th~ true s~ry of Stuart Sutcliffe, revenge. .
BitterMoon is the story of ayoung
settling down, trying all along to rent Arthur. Don't be pull€d into the original bass player for the
What follows is a fairly violent British couple who, whilconacruise
figure out what he is la~ing. The the idea that there_ is i\flything Beatles who left the band just be- stalk-and-kill story, with some re- to lndia,meetupwitha very strange
answer to that question comes waiting for you under th~ surface _fore they becam~ famous. The be- ally good fight scenes and some American writer in a wheelchair
along i.n the forin of Andi~ of Four Wed4ings, as people around ginning of the film has a lot of very excellent dark humor. There' ssome and his seductive french wife. The
McDowell, who we~ supposed the C:ountry ~m to be doing, be- Commitments-esque good times, · sappy stuff about a little kid which American (a fantastic perfonnance
to accept as a type of modern, lib- cause there is nothing. It's a story road tosuccessoortofscenes w:hich would be really funny i(i.t weren't by Peter Coyote) starts to tell the
erated woman. From there on, it's that functions and functions well at do ~ great job of setting the mood so overdone, but that and couple British husband (Hugh Grant) the
the big question of whether or not surface level, and that should be for the time and place where the of self-realization moments add a strangestoryofhisrelationshipwith
they'll finally get it together.
the only demand made of it. To film takes place, but after a while really drippy side to what would his wife (a decent performance by
The story of Four Weddings is expectanythingelseistobesetting thewholethinglapsesintothekind haveotherwisebeenadecenttone Emmanuele Seigner, Polanski's ·
interestingly told: almost the en- up for dis8ppointment in what is of o~rindulgent, self-important of melancholy. The dialogue is wife). From there, the film divides
tire movie takes place on the vari- actually an extremely funny; \Vitt)r, moodiness that made the Doors pretty bad, and what Brandon Lee into two ·p arts, the present on the
ous wedding days of Grant's well-acted, but basically shallow mo_vie such a miserable thing to _accomplished with his physical ship, and the past which races to
seemingly endless supply of up- comedy..
- behold. Vfe follow John Letmon abilitics,heverymuchlackedasan catch up as Coyote's narratives .
per-class British acquaintances.
No Escape: Escape From New and Stuart from England to Ger- actor(although the way a lotofthe become longer and stranger.
Theonlybreakinthistrail(andit~s York meetsLordofthe -Flies.
many,wheretheyfindcarlysuccess lines are delivered does give the Coyote's tale turns from fascin~
a big mistake, in my opinion) is a
This reasonably good Sci~fi effort playing in clubs but are soon de- filrri.an interesting, comic book feel tion _to love to perversion while, on
groupofscenesbctweenGrantand stars Ray Liotta of Goodfellas fame _ported due to George Harrison's whichmightalmostbeintentional). boardtheship,Grant'sattractionto
McDowellwhichseeintobetakcn in a prison escape film set in the beingunderage.WhileinGcrrnany, Atit'sbest,thisisamodemanswer Coyote'swifegrowsrapidly.Coy-.
straight out of Pretty Woman. The future. Liotta causes no end of S_utcliffe meets a young photogra- to the fifties B-movie horror flick, ote says Grant can have her, with
reasonforthesescenes would seem trouble by showing up the authori- pher named Astrid, with whom he and if you see it as such then -y ou'll his blessing, butonlyifGrantlistcns
to be to make the love between the ties running the prison, so the falls in love. The tension of the film . probablybepleasantlysurprisedat to the rest of the stozy. This leaves
two characters more feasible, but wardenexileshirntoa'jungleisland comesfromSutcliffe'sdesirctostay how good some scenes really are. Grant constantly excusing himself
instead it has the opposite effect. where the more problematic pris- with Astrid and pursue his true
If, on the other hand, you go ex- to his wife (well played by Kristin,
The problem here is the problem oners have been sent for years. The dreamofbecominga painter, which pecting much more, you're sure to Scot Thomas, who appeared with
which pervades most of the film: island has different camps of pris- dasheswithl.ennon'sdesiretohave be disappointed-there are some Grant in 4 Weddings, above) who
we are given only surface reprc- oncrs,asliottaquicklylearns,each his friend join hin\ in rock'n'roll goodscenes,buttherearealsosome turns a cold but perceptive eye to
sentatives of characters (the por- with i!s own code for living. Liotta success.
not so good,and what they combine the whole thing.
tiaitsofGrant's friends are deft but rejects the road warrior-esquecf!J,'lThis film holds its own pretty into is a bit less than t~e sum of the
As both stories move to climax,
shallow) and their feelings--and nibaltribeandjoinsthemorepaciflst muchtotheend,althoughtheearly parts.It'sverymuchlikewatching we see what happens when the
motivations.
. camp of penitent pseudo-intellec- . scenes are a lot more fun than the M1V, in that you see some really extremes of love, lust, obsession,
The entire film takes place at a tual crirniruil types. Of course, the broody, character-portrait scenes great stuff here anq there, some and boredom all come into play
strange level; it is easily under- tWo camps have to come into con- which prevail over the end. The lousy stuff here and there, and it's within a single relationship. It's an
· standable,becauseitusesthesym- flict in the long run, and of course acting is very impressive, and the all strung together with a sort of excellent film, veryfutmyand very
bois of v~rious personalities, Liotta's character is a loner by na- casting is marvelous--:-the whole hectic,strobelightmethod.Iflwere _ gighte$lg,acannyperspectiveon
lifestyles, and emotions t9 let us ture and must search.deep Within theater starts giggling at the first told that the director was just get- modern film and attitudes and
know_what is going on, but the himself" before he can commit _appearance of Paul McCartney's ling his break into film from music something of an exhausting viewmeanings and reasons behind himself to helping th~ other mem- . character, so convincing is the video, it would explain a lot, in- ing experience. Highly rccomthese symbols are missing almost bers of the camp, but no, it's not as likeness. The dialogue is good in eluding the soundtrack which is at mended to anyone who thinks they
completely. As a result of this lack predictable as it so~nds:
some parts, but very much times not bad and at times very can handle it.
~
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Wel~ome ~o the lasJ article I will
ever write for this rag (applause,
please). Well, I guess you couldn't
really call
these past
few thingies
I
wro'te
about softball
"articles," per·
se. They're
more _ like
0
i ni 0 n .
"pieces; es~
says, blathering monologue~ to.tally devoid of any pragmatic
wo~h altogether, with softball on
the s~de. More than anything,

p

soft~!!gaverneanexcusetospew

-once mor¢ upon these lovely inkcove~ pages without actually
being held rE$ponsible for anything.
A friend of mine said it seemed
· as tho~gh, after resigning as head
honcho h~re (what _a n al: literation!), f was determined to write something
for every issue. And I just
about_l}a~e,solguesshe's

right: Maybe it was just
myinnerselfdenyingthat
which I had strove for so
long to maintain and uphold!_in tum supporting
-- my weak ego, creatit~g a
vicious cyde of interdepende~ce, drawing me further
and further ~nto despair and anguish, from which there could be
but one escape...
But I digress. For now, softball
is all that I have left at Bard. All I
left at Bard is one thing, softball
and ~r. Two things. All I have

left at Bard is two things, softball,
beer and good - friends ... three
things! All I have left at Bard is
three things, softball, beer, good
friends and painful memories...
four things!... Softball. C_o ncentrateon softball.
Take a deep breath. Okay, steady,
fine, ~xhale, ~kay, here goes ...

·. Tournament •B"
The second round of action last
produced three forfeits. In the other game, the only
one which was actually played,
Spark My Part defeated Phat Back
17-7. Thus, four teams will advance to the second round on
Wednesday the 18th: Spark My
Fart plays Red-Headed Stepchildrenat5:30,and"NoName"play s
Snuggly Puppies at 4:00.
(Note: the captain of "No Name"
has iruoimed Kris Hall that his
team is called
"No Name,u
and not "the
Biffers." Apparently, an
, anonym~us
scribbler has
been vandal-·
izing the hitram ural bulletin board,
crossing out
No Name and substituting the
Biffers. Will the real Biffer please
step forward.)
· The winners of the second
round (or "quarter-f~nals") will
play each other in the final on
Monday the 23rd at 4:00 for the
"B" Tournament tttle.
W~esday

ana Greg DeMammos. After ten
Tournament "A •
Concluding the first round from
last Wednesay, Joe's Wooden
Anu~e
pounded
Simen•s
Sluggers 14to4.Joe's will play the
Sit and Wait Herbivores, who beat
Ricardo's Revenge 16-11, on Saturday at 1:00. The ~ond round
games originally scheduled for
UrlspastMondayexperiencedrai n
problems. The Elks/St. Tulagame
was stopped after 2 and a third
innings (two full innings and one
out in the next, I assume), with St.
Tula leading 11 to 5, and will be
played later today, about half an
hour· after I finish writing this.
Stay tuned for more information.
• A • is for .. Actifed •

swings, none of the three hit a
homerun, but after giving each
one an additional five swings,
DeMammos put one out to win
the c;:ontest. All three contestants
received a $10 gift certificate for
-Four Brother Pizza, co-sponsored
by Jeff Huang (aw, what a nice
guy), and Greg got a Bard key
chain, which he'll be sure to treasure forever and ever.
And the results of the Bard Lap
Challenge are in. There were
twenty-two (22) entrants this year
into ~e contest, which lasted from
March 14th to May 16th. The top
swimmer was community member Bruce Feuer, who swam a maniacal 94.27 ·miles. Top students
were Gretta Anderson with 26.24
miles, Rob Cutler with 20.85 and
Nma Siulc with 19.23. Other student participants were Adam
Weiss, Bill Maple (oops, he's not a

While the ••recreational league" is
already on the verge on finishing
their playoffs, the "athletic league"
is still in the proeess of finishing
their "regular season" Last Thursday, on .:~ . really muddy field~ in
which a player's cleats filled simply
by stepping up to the plate,
Buttafuoco edged the Swirleys 12
to 10. Despite t~ree :qlOnster
homerunsoverthe left-center fence,
Dirty Dogs lostto Gym Ra_ts 11 to 5,
giving Dirty Dogs their only loss
thus far. The last game of the day
was rescheduled for Saturday, and
saw Somewhere Over Proctor d~ ·
feat the Champions 17-7.
The records for the athletic teams
so far are: Gym Rats, 4-0; Dirty
Dogs,2-1-l;'Buttafuoco,2-2;S.O.P.,
2-2; Swirleys, 1-3; Champions, 0-31. The top four teams will begin the
playoffs this Friday, with the number one team playing the number
four, and three playing two.
Another note: all playoff games
from now on, in either .. league/'
are seven innings, if weather and
conditions permit c·conditions"
meaning if it doesn't get dark too
soon.)
Play of the Week

There is no play of the week.
Make up your own.

Other st"'ff
The aborted homerun contest
was finally finished, despite lack
of ideal softball weather. The three
finalists from the "first round,"
each h~ ving hit two homeruns,
were Ron Reese, Colin Thatcher

student), Will Hayden, Kira
Chitwood, Malia Du Mont, Jenny
Moore, Dara Silverman, Stacie
Turner and Mark Feinsod.
And·a late bullebn for those of
you who bothered to :read this far.
St. Tula wcin the rain~interrupted
rescheduledgirmeagainstElksbya
final score of 11-6. Kind of boring,
actually. Too · much defense, not ·
enough Scoring. St. Tula will play
thewinneroftheSitandWait/Joe' s
game on Saturday.

· IYIY farewell speech
Well, that does it for my last
sports page of my Bard career
(sniff~ sniff). I would dishoutsome
condescending last advice, but
there's too much of that out ther~
and most of it sucks anyway. So,
I'll just say, Goodbye ... and hope
that I don't end up being forced to
stay around next year.
V

Wednesday the 18th
No Name v. Snuggly Puppies-4 pm
Spark My Fart v... Red-Headed ... -5:30 pm

Friday the 21st
Athletic playoffs-first round _from 4-~:30 pm

Monday the 23rd
Championship game for liB .. Tourney-4 pm
Championship game for .. A .. -Tourney-5:30 pm

Tuesday the 24th
Championship game for the Jocks-4 pm
Traditional challenge from recreational league
champion for "World Series .. with
athletic l_
eague champion-·6 pm

· :Ridiculous ·Registration.

·1

ISO alphabet

Awful German language, etry passages, Pola, Ping, piano,
.
Andean
music, Antoneddu, Prernraj
by Jeana C Breton
Altov, Amer, Arjun, Ava
Quartet, quando
- The snacks were a nice touch,. but Bangradance, Bella ciao, Bertold
Russian songs, Ruined Castle,
were they enough to make up for the
Brecht
Rumi Rainbow
restoftheday?Let'stakefirstthechange
Chanting, Czech songs, ConSense of good taste, Semyon,
in time. Even the professors thcm-:certo inC, Chopin "Choli ke Piche Stanislav, Salazar-Chavez
selves were not infoill'Xrl of the alterKyahe" Chapelle
Twain, Two scenes
ation tm.til a few days prior to the
Dante,
Divine
Comedy,
Dance
Under the Moon
event. And,Ietusnotforgetthatitwas
Etude in F Minor, Eric
Villy
not only the time of registration that
Farruca, "Furcht und Elend des
Wynne, Vtfe are all Brothers and
was changed, but the date· itselfdritten
Reiches",
Fryderyck,
Sisters
moved upanentireweekfrom when
Fabrizzio Fahad, Fink
eXcerpts
it was originally scheduled. So stuGreek dance, Godley, Gladkaya
Yanoaka
dents would not have to "stress" over
Hindu
songs,
Hiromi
.
Zach,
Zambra
registering for next semester's classes
Italianlrnrnersiongroup,Imran
·It
is
the
Bard Community's good
whilestill worryingaboutwhetheror
"Just for today.. Julaluddin
fortune to have Cl!l organization
not and howtheyweregoingtofinish that many professors werenot.Smre, prove that yes, you are indeed still a
Kouroubali, Kuruppu
such as the ISO. More members
finals for this seQlestet's classes? Nice for instance, were busy ronducting studentatthiscollege?Cotreon, who
HLife
is
just
a
chance"
should attend this evening of exthought, but as with most p>lides on moderations. Htheroursecataloghad are they trying to kid? The silly printMarinella, Marcello, Master of otic entertainment which doesn't
this campus that ar~ meant suppos- rome out sooner there would h:1ve out either got thrown away, shoved
strive to be politically correct, just
edly to make things "easier'' for stu- plentyoftirretosetupmeetingswith · into_ a drawer, or will be lost as each Ceremony
Nicoletti
correct. I loved it!
dmts,itwasveryJXX>rlyimplemented. advisors instead of forcing them to be student packs for the summer break.
Opus 25, Olga, oboe
Switchboard Extraordinaire
The short notification was one rea- intheirofficesonregistrationday.
In my opinion, the new procedure
Punjabi songs, Pentozalis, poLeslee Chinelli
son. Another was the way in which
And, what about thosecoursecata- wasapain,a wasleoftimeandenergy.
the student body was infonned. A logs. Don't you justlove how some of
There was, however, certainly no
· long. tedious, and confusing tremO the classes do not have professo:rs, or energy invested in setting things up
from Ludlow that most students, like times?Or,howatthevetylastminute for the poor professors in the Arts
me, just threw into the nearest recy- a new list comes out telling you that division-onceagainstuckintheOld
cling bin instead of reading. When th~ ~you rrost wanted to take Gym. There were signs telling where
will the Deans ever-learn that metros havebeena:mcelled?Whytakeclasses the professors were supposed to be,
distributed through campus mail are at all? Hell, no first semester seniors but when thepJl2fessorsarrived there
As the school year ends for the studeni:.:. and especially the gradua wcNeol1ots o(
evenreceivedaroursecatalog.Makes· werenotablesfortheprofessorstoset ating seniors, so ends my first year as your Diredor of Safety &
There~JittJetroughttaken one feel just a little bit tm.wanted . up their class lists on, nor even chairs Security. I came to the Bard College cB~mpus last May and would like
intoaccountrollC€minghowmoving wouldn'tyousay?'Thelastlheardit"s inwhichtosit Idonotthinkthatany the opportunity to reflect and share my thoughts with you.
It has always been very important for me to value my customers, the
registration up an entire week might supposed to take two ·sezresters of amountofsnacksoutdoorscouldhave
disrupt the professors' carefully hard work and devotion to finish a curbedthefrustrationofmanyinthat students, at Bard College. The students are the number one reason
that we are all here. I have thoroughly enjoyed meeting many of you
plannedsyllabuses.Mtertheswprise senior pro;xt.
building.
.
~tion' of registration, exams had
Frustration for ~ pcx)r condition, and foull.d most students to be·cooperative, appreciative, humorous;
I liked things better the old way. I
to ~ rescheduled, readfug assign- liked getting up early in the rrolTli.ng frustration that lower ciaSS students and sensitive.
There have been changes in Safety & Security Department this year
mentshad to be dropped or doubled, and having the entire horrendous, (who are typically not supposed to
etc. One stress replaced by ano~.
experience done with by lunch. I did register until after the juniors and se-- and the rationale for some of these changes have not always been
-I would like to know why the time not like waiting ina long line, outside niors) were crowding all the lines, apparent to the students. However, my primary responsibility is to
was moved. Yes, I have heard that it onahotday,to~intothecomputer frusbationthatsomeprofessorswere make every student feel safe and secure on campus, twenty-four
was so that students rould discuss center and have some one type the partial to a certain c:la$ level, etc. hours a day, seven days a week, all school year. This means that some
ahead of time with their professors entire card into-a romputer. What is Frustrated is the simplest terrri to de- rules and regulations had to be enforced more vigorously this year.
what classes they were ronsidering the point of having a print out now scribehowl,andmanyothers,felton
As many of you are already aware, the Safety & Security Departtaking. Professors, -according to the anyway. To make sure they (the reg- regisbationday.Eitherchangethings ment Dispatchers are students. I would like to especially thank every
new registration guidelines, were istrar people) put you in the right back to the semi-calm way they were student dispatcher for their commitment, dedication, and support to
supposed to be in~ offices dm1ng classes? Ok, that's good. To give you before, or think a little more before our department. Student dispatchers have to cover a twenty-four·
hour shift every day.
the morning hours. I know for a fact something to show you're parents to trying to make things "better!"
In a recent student survey, the Safety & Security Department was
viewed in a generally positive light; however, I will make every effort
to address_ other concerns that were not so positive. I invite any
.
continued from front page
student
to share his/her concerns with me. My door is always open
politics and the economy, is deeply Dukakisreceivednoargumentwhen pukakis. 1'Unless we lose all faith in to you.
concerned with the prnctices and he said that when the Fed raises in- ourConstitution,onlyelectedofficials
In closing, my very best wishes and congratulations to the graduatpowersoftheFederalReserve.Since _terestrates,itisthesameasiftheyare should have the power to raise taxes ing seniors and I look forward to working w~th the r~turning students
rating the fiscal climate has become raising taxes.
and therefore beheld accountable for next Fall.
nearly impossible, eronomic foreWhat bothers me, as a citizCn, is their actions."
Thank you,
casting has beromemoreama.tterof thatthisisprofoundlytmdemocratic;'
"Itisanextraordinatyperiod in the
Kim Squillace, Director
guesswork than anything else. rontinucd Dukakis. He insisted that history of the nation, especially for
Dukakiscited quotesbymembcrsof the Fed shouki not have this tre- those of you who are students and
theReservestatingthatthey11ignore mendous power to essentially raise youngpeople.Ithinkitisagreattime
nothing and focus on nothing."
taxes when they are "unelectcd and to be young, and looking forward. In
Dukakis accused the Federal Re- unaccountable" totheadministration, manywaysitisa verypromisingera.
serve for relying on intuition and anq to the American people.
And yetwhenitoomesto the practice
anecdotal evidence. This is a dan'1£ nothing else, a new President ofeconomicsand especially what we
gerous practice ·for an institution _ shoul~ be. able to appoint a new expectfromourpoliticalleaders,it'sa
designed to ronstrict or expand the chairman to the Federal Reserve," ronfusingandcomplicatcdand rather
supply of currency to rontrol intla- commented Dukakis,citingtheneed puzzling time."
tionand spur_investtnent. While the for anationaldialoguetoconcentrate
overall impact of the Fed's detemii- on this issue.
Special thanks to Sean 0 'Neill for ad1
nations;re difficult to gauge,
'lt's kind
concluded ditional reporting used in this article. V

A let.ter from Kim
Squillace

paper.

-

Dukakis continued
1

;,..,scary,"

* Alcoholics Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous are meeting today in Aspinwall304 at
*
Olin Auditorium, 5:30p.
Fresman Seminar End·of·year Event.

* Mesa de Espaiiol. jNo tela pierdas! _Kline Commltee Room 6·7p.
* Grand Union Run. Leaves at 6p and returns at 7p. Meet the van behind Kline.
·

·

-

-

-·

* Alcoholics-.-t\nonymous and
* Women•s Center Meeting.
*:_

N~cotics

12 noon.

~--

*

Inter-disciplinary Panel.

-~~-

Refreshments will be served.

110, 6:30p.

.
Red Hook. Meet van at Security at 6:30p.

A MlciSummer•s Night Dream, by William Shakespeare, directed by David Schechter. Scene

*Ansell, Gary I Iagberg, Jonathan Kahn, LisaAnRaphals and Joel Klovel. Kline College
Panelists will include Amy
Room, 7p.
Getting Beyond Individualism:

..

Ann~dale House, rm

C~Dependents Anon~mous mee~g in

.,_ ~: -~ ~ §h~p Theatre, 8p.

'- ·

Anonymous will be meeting in Aspinwall304 at 12 noon ...-

* TUESDAY.

MAY 24.~.*

·

· -* Alooholics Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous will be meeting today in Aspinwall304.at 12
- * Alcoholics Anonymous m~ting in B~ytown. Meet van atSecurity at 7:45p.
* Wickets, bails and short square-legs? Anyone for Cricket? Yes, it is now the season to play. Worried * Van to Cheap Movie Night at the Red Hook Lyceum. Van leaves at 6:30p from Klii'te and
that you've never played before, but would still like to learn? Come to the practice session today from Sp
-

to lOp near or inside the Stevenson Gym. For more info call ~58-7530.

. * THURSDAY.

* Alcoholics Anonymous meting

MAY .19

*

returns at lOp. First come, first served, so be early.

-

* Alcoholics Anonymous meeting

* WEDNESDAY.

in Aspinwall304 at 7:30p.

* Tavola ltallana. Kline President"s Room. All Welcome! Join us for conversation at 5:30·
G:OOp. Benvenuti!
,e

*

~I'd

-

'.

•

*

.;€

FRIDAY. :.MAY
20
.
'!'~--::;..

* Alcoho~cs Anonyiilous meetm_? in Aspinw~304 at 12 noon..

*

* Grand Union Run. Leaves at 6p and returns at 7p. Meet the van behind Kline.

"""

.~

..;.

\--

MAY'25 ~*

* Alcoholics Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous are meeting today in Aspin\vall304 at 12 noon.
* Mesa deESpafiol. iNo tela pierdas! Kline Commltee Room 6·7p.

- -

Christian Fellowsl!lp Meeting. Everyone welcome, Christian or not. Otapel, 9:30p.
~~-=
L
.~
~·
r-_

in Red Hook. Meet van at Security at 7:45p.

Alcoho~cs

Anonymous meeting in Barrytown. Meet van at Security at 7:4~p.

that you've never played before, but would still like to learn? Come to the practice session today from Sp
to lOp near or inside the Stevenson Gym. For more info call758·7530.

*

* SPRING SEMESTER ENDS, 5p.

.Overea~ers Anonymous meeting in ~§Ston. M:eet ~an at Security at 5:15p.

* Narcotics Anonymous meeting in Catskill. Meet van at Security at 7:15p.

* A Theatre,
Mldsummer•s
Sp.

~hop

~.

*

Night Dream, by William Shakespeare, directed by David Schechter. Scene

*

*;

SATURDAY. MAY 21~

Alcoholics Anonymous meeting in Aspinwa11304 at 12 noon.

* Narcotics Anonymous meeting in Woodstock. Meet van at Security at 2:15p.
* A Mlchiummer•s Night DreaJ:II, by William Shakes}>eare, directed by David Schechter. Scene
Shop Theatre, 2:30p.

* SUNDAY. MAY 2·2 *

~

:
_.,.
.. ,
--.....,
. r.
*thatWickets,
bails and short
Anyone for Cricket? 'Y_es, it is now the season to play. Worried
you've never played before, but would still like to learn? Come to the practice session today from 3p·
~,

~--

~~~...

~

~

z

- -..:r •

••

squar~legs?

-

to Sp near or inside th~ Stevenson Gym. For more info call 758-7530. ·
Narcotics Anonymous meeting in Aspillwa11304 at 7:30p.

*

·

*

A Mldsumme;•s Night Dream, by William Shakesreare, directed by David Sfhechter. Scene
Shop Theatre, 8p.
-

_,. *TRANSPORTATION SCHEDULE *.

Meet all vans or buses

in the parking ·lot behind

Kline Commons.

